
ALL SOULS SCHOOL 

This Issue’s Theme: EMPATHY Yes, empathy is teachable!  
Here’s how that thoughtfulness winds its way in our classrooms—and into our kids. 
By Marjorie Goldsmith, Ed.D., Director, All Souls School

A Brief History of the All Souls CLASS SUNSHINE
It’s a new school tradition (and the Job Chart’s ho!est duty!) 
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The role of the All Souls “Class Sunshine” (currently on the job chart in classes 3A and 3B) is to spread cheer 
to any child who looks lonely or upset. We spoke with its creators, Elizabeth Gibbons, Susan Hess, and Emily 
Rau, to learn more.
How It All Began: About five years ago, we wanted to create a job that would support empathy in the class-
room. Marjorie told us how her college dorm had a similar “Sunshine” role—so we adopted it for All Souls.
Spreading Sunshine: Typically, a teacher or classmate calls over the Class Sunshine when a situation arises 
that requires care and a!ention. It’s a way to be sure everyone has a chance to experience caring for their 
peers and that, in turn, everyone is receiving care from a peer. 
The Impact: As the semester goes on, we generally have some very enthusiastic and independent Class Sun-
shines who actively seek out any possible situation that might require assistance. Our hope is that the job of 
Class Sunshine will flow over into other relationships and situations outside of school too.
Memorable Moment: This year, in 3A, one Sunshine came across a crying classmate who didn’t get her de-
sired spot in line, so she ra!led off ideas: “Do you want a paper towel? Do you want my spot in line?” Finally, 
she suggested a hug and the classmate smiled and said, “Yes.” Historically, a wet paper towel does solve 
many problems and makes everyone feel be!er!

Recently, a three-year-old boy was unhappy on the roof playground.  He wanted a balance bike and  
they were all being used by other children.  A classmate, seeing him upset said, “maybe he’d feel be!er  
if I hop like a frog and make him laugh.” She was demonstrating one aspect of empathy: being able to  
be in another’s shoes.  She has the ability to, as other childhood educators have defined it, “observe the
feelings of another and to respond with care and con-
cern for that other.” (The Power of Emergent Curricu-
lum, by Carol Anne Wein.)

Some educational researchers believe that children 
learn to be empathic as a result of relationships with 
parents and teachers who model that empathy and 
care for them. The way that parents and teachers 
treat other adults provides a powerful message to 
young children. And we, as the adults, have to let the 
children know when we see them doing something 
positive by describing what they have done to help 
another person.  (Continued pg 2 >>>)
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Director’s essay, continued...

I’d say to the girl in the first paragraph: “Your idea might work to help him feel be!er. Do you want to try it?”  
A#erwards I’d discuss it with both of the children: Did it make him feel be!er to see the other child hop like 
a frog; did it make his waiting for the bike a li!le easier? I’d thank her for thinking of a way to help her friend. 
I wouldn’t say “good job” as that over-used phrase doesn’t really let the child know what you think she’s 
done well. If you describe her behavior with a smile on your face and enthusiasm in your voice it will carry 
much more weight. 

At school, when there’s a problem between children and one is hurt, physically or emotionally, we talk with 
both the perpetrator and the victim. Rather than telling the perpetrator to say they’re sorry, which they may 
very well not be, we ask him or her how he or she can help the other child.   Sometimes it’s ge!ing her a 
tissue, Band-Aid, a piece of ice, or giving a hug. We talk about what happened, asking the children to reflect 
on what they each said or did in the altercation. Sometimes we may help the children find the words to 
express what happened or what they felt about the event.
 
When we ask children to listen to each other at circle time or at any activity at school, we are demonstrat-
ing to them that others may think differently than they do. When we demonstrate to children through our 
a!ention and focus with them that their ideas are important to us, we’re showing them how to behave with 
others.  We’re teaching them how to convey interest and concern, important aspects of empathy.  This 
doesn’t work well if we’re holding a phone and texting.  

A recent essay in The New York Times, “Why What You Learned in Preschool Is Crucial at Work,” discussed 
how social skills are vital in the work world.  Colleges are considering how to include work on social skills in 
their curricula. Through participating in, according to the article, “group activities like sports, band or dra-
ma,” children “learn important workplace skills...trusting one another, bringing out one another’s strengths, 
and being coachable.”

One of the important things we hope children learn at All Souls is how to get what they want in socially 
acceptable ways. They are here to learn how to live in the world. Your job and our job is to model the care 
and empathy we want them to have and to be prepared to talk about it—many, many, many times.
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See how kindness and empathy are baked into the curriculum.

“In 3B, we are making a Kindness Tree. We wanted to find a way to give positive reinforce-
ment in the classroom for kind behavior and to simultaneously help build our classroom 
community. We asked the children, ‘if we want to grow kindness, what could we make that 
grows?’ And they responded, ‘Trees grow!’ This week, the children brought in branches and 
twigs, and then we assembled and painted our tree. Next we will add leaves—each one will 
have an act of kindness wri!en on it as they happen. The teachers will be on the lookout, and 
children can nominate each others’ kind acts, or their own. We are not going to include the 
children’s names because we don’t want to foster competition, but we’ve already noticed that 
it’s become a big thing for the kids to help each other out with their coats and their rest mats. 
We believe in social-emotional learning. It’s the foundation of everything we do. Academics 
are great, but we want them leaving the classroom feeling like kind people.” 
                  —3B teacher Jackie Jediny
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“At snack time, the children learn to take turns, to pass out the napkins to one another, 
to be patient. We’re doing snack differently this year than in the past. It used to be that 
the teachers would pass out a cracker to everyone—it was easy, that’s yours, that’s his. 
But this year, pu!ing a couple of baskets out of food, one for each table. There is more 
negotiating to do. There’s plenty for everybody, but the children don’t always know that. 
Just to negotiate si!ing at the table waiting, that’s a basic skill at this stage. And we do 
sometimes think that they think the food will all be gone. And sometimes it is! The end is 
the end. They’ll see someone else going to grab the last one, and they want it too. By the 
end of the year, they may feel more comfortable sharing—some, not all of them!” 
       —4A PM teachers Audrey Matson, LouAnn O’Hora, and Marge Loewi
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“There are many ways to teach empathy through 
block play every time the 2B children make the 
choice to collaborate and build. In order to build 
successfully, they need to discuss, listen, consider, 
plan and problem solve. They have to respect one 
another’s ideas and convey understanding when a 
child’s building falls down. In our classroom now, a 
group of children are building skyscrapers, and a 2B 
teacher took them to the library to collect books to 
help their endeavors. The building has been built 
and changed and reconfigured while working on it. 
One of the children reported on the structure in our 
class newspaper. In the building process, teachers 
show empathy to children during disappointments 
or offer positive feedback to children assisting their 
peers in frustrating moments in this kind of work. In 
this manner we support and promote a caring com-
munity and act as role models to children who may 
be currently working on emotional growth.” 
           —2B teacher Shelagh Naughton

Passing blueberries to a classmate
is an exercise in empathy.
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ALL SOULS AT HOME
PASTA MAKING: A simpler-than-you-think, fun and gluten-positive activity 

to share with your child. Dig in!

1. Gather your 
ingredients:
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup Semolina 
1/4 - 1/2 cup All 
Purpose flour (keep 
it out, you will need 
more for dusting)
A big pinch of salt
Olive oil and warm 
water (1-2 tbsps 
total, mixed)

2. Combine all in-
gredients in a bowl 
and mix them up

3. Dust counter with 
flour and knead the 
dough (this makes 
the gluten elastic...
plus, it’s fun! 
And yes....those are 
Dad hands). Give 
your child a clump 
and have fun knead-
ing!

4. Wrap the dough 
in a dishtowel to rest 
for 15-20 minutes. We 
call this step “delayed 
gratification in action.” 
Put a pot of water 
on to boil, grate the 
cheese, and go clean 
up the toys. If you 
have a pasta maker, 
now is the time to 
get it out. If not, get a 
rolling pin and knife.

5. In small clumps, roll 
out the dough, then 
fold and roll it again 
until it’s smooth, elas-
tic, and thin. Use flour 
to dust your surface 
and the dough if it 
becomes sticky. We 
like to make long sec-
tions for long noodles 
and short sections for 
short noodles.

6. Cut the noodles as 
narrow or wide as you 
want them, but do try 
to be consistent. 
Separate the noodles 
and let them dry for 
about 10 minutes on 
the counter before 
you drop them into 
roiling, salted, oiled 
water. Cook 10 min-
utes and serve !
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CG: What is your favorite color? 
NW: I love that question!  Blue is my favorite color.

CG: What do you like to do in the summer? 
NW: I like to travel. This summer, I went to place called Ge!ysburg, Pennsylvania with a friend of mine.

CG: Did you see dragons in Ge!ysburg? 
NW: No, I did not see any dragons in Ge!ysburg.

CG: What is your favorite book to read in class?
NW: The Gruffalo is my favorite book to read in class. It’s special to me because it was the very first book I 
read as a teacher here at All Souls.

CG: Do you have any hobbies?
NW:  I do have hobbies, and one of them is playing the piano. I have played the piano for many years. I also 
love to swim and I o#en go swimming at the Y when I am not at school.

CG: What is your favorite food to eat?
NW:  My favorite food is steak.

CG: What is your favorite activity at All Souls?
NW: I’d say my favorite activity is the block building area.

CG: What was your favorite vacation?
NW: That’s a great question, Clara. I went to Japan two years ago and traveled all over. I saw Mt. Fuji and 
went to a deer park. The park was beautiful and filled with deer. We could feed them and pet them. The 
deer were very gentle and so#.

CG:If you were not a teacher what would you be? 
NW: I would be an animal doctor because I love taking care of animals. I had planned to go to veterinarian 
school, but decided to become a teacher because I really like working with children.

Thank you, Noah!

Clara Graf: Hi Noah. How long have you been a teacher? 
Noah Wright: Six years. I have been a teacher at All Souls School for 
two years.

CG: Have you had any other jobs? 
NW: Yes, I work part-time at the 92nd Street Y on the weekends as a 
manager.  My other jobs also were teaching jobs.

THE TEACHER SAYS

An Interview with Noah Wright
By Clara Graf (3A PM)

A L L  V O I C E S
THE SCHOOL DIRECTOR SAYS

An Interview with Marjorie Goldsmith
By PA President Kelli Cooney

Kelli Cooney: I mostly want to focus on social empathy and what is ap-
propriate for preschool aged kids to understand. Living in New York, 
the difficult realities of our city, including homelessness and crime, 
are very much in our children’s faces. How do we encourage empathy 
within our community in a safe and appropriate way?

Marjorie Goldsmith: We can’t ignore the things our children see. While our tendency with small kids may be 
to pretend or brush past the difficult things around us, we need to respect our children’s questions and an-
swer even the difficult ones. Acknowledge that what they see is real and unexpected. And if you don’t know 
how to answer something immediately, it’s okay to tell your child that they have asked an important question 
and while you don’t have an answer this minute, you will find it. And then come back to the question when 
you’ve had a chance to formulate a thoughtful response. 
 
KC: Young children o#en see something scary and then immediately personalize it. How can we help our 
children separate ego from empathy?

MG: It is a natural tendency for young children and even older ones to personalize scary things, so that is 
normal and shouldn’t dissuade us from meeting the discussion head on. The most important thing is to re-
assure our children that they are safe. It is our job as the adults to reassure them that we are taking care of 
them and providing safety—even when we aren’t 100% sure that we are and can. Once they understand they 
are safe, they can move on to working through their questions and feeling compassion for people who may 
be experiencing difficult things such as handicaps and poverty. 

KC: From an educational standpoint, how can we as parents maneuver between our teaching empathy 
and simply encouraging ‘polite’ or ‘nice’ behavior? 

MG: A big part of teaching empathy and politeness is teaching kindness. As adults we need to model the 
behavior and language we want to see and hear from our children. For instance, being interested in and 
talking about someone’s differences is perfectly acceptable, even a good thing, but pointing to or scream-
ing about someone different from you isn’t okay because it doesn’t make someone else feel good—and it 
wouldn’t feel good if the tables were turned. Our children can understand that.

KC: How can our community service initiative model empathy in appropriate ways? How can the city of 
New York and the All Souls soup kitchen appropriately address this idea?

MG: We have to make an effort for our initiatives to be hands-on and with the kids. Cleaning the park they 
play in, wrapping gi#s for children who don’t have them, delivering food to people who may be hungry, has a 
real impact on our children. And doing these things with their parents is especially meaningful. Even seeing 
the All Souls soup kitchen is an important thing for our kids to be exposed to, and the parents’ reaction to 
that informs our children’s views about it.
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ALL SOULS, ALL VOICES
THE CHILD SAYS

An Interview with Aria Qalbani (2A)
By Rowan Qalbani (All Souls alum, age 6)

Rowan: Aria, how is your life at All Souls?
Aria: Good
Rowan: What do you do? How are your classes?
Aria: I like playing with the Play Doh. I read books, I draw, I paint. 
I do all the stuff!

Rowan: That’s what I like to hear!
Aria: That’s what you like to hear! I just know know know everything.
Rowan: What does it mean to be a friend, Aria?
Aria: To share, and when somebody says I want to play with you, then I play with them. And that’s what I 
do every day.
Rowan: What are you excited about for Kindergarten?
Aria: I’m excited to be a big girl, and to make stuff.
Rowan: Kindergarten’s a very fun place. Do you like visiting my school St. Bernard’s?
Aria: Yes. I love you. I miss you when you are at school.
Rowan: Who’s your favorite person to give a hug to?
Aria: My friends Evie and Alexandra.
Rowan: I knew you’d say that. Okay, why is sharing good?
Aria: Because then everybody is happy. Hey, are you hi!ing me?
Rowan: What’s your favorite All Souls tradition?
Aria: Our picture books! They have so many different pages that are nice and cool. I love them so much.
Rowan: What’s your favorite classroom job?
Aria: Being the door holder and the paintbrush washer. Because I like when the colors go into the bubbles, 
and if you stir it all around it makes colored pink bubbles.
Rowan: Okay, I’m done with the questions. Bye, Marjorie!
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NOTES FROM THE RAMP

That’s Taffy, le#, class 4A’s 
pet hamster. “She likes to 
eat corn seeds [kernels],” 
says her classmate from last 
year, Teddy Brody (now in 
3A). 
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ALL SOULS ONLINE

Please visit the All Souls website to check the school calendar, your class’ page, 
view many more photos, and download an array of articles and forms.

1000 thank yous to the parents, teachers, students, and administrators 
who contributed to this issue of the All Souls School Newsle!er

THE NEWSLETTER TEAM
Lauren Brody: Co-Chair & Editor   Alexandra Rowley: Co-Chair & Designer     

Harald Stavenas: Co-Chair & Editor   Alexandra Lourenco: Photography Chair
Photographers: Alexandra Lourenco, Alexandra Rowley, Mary DeRolph, 

Michael Polizzi, Arianna Te!amanzi, Magda Martinelli-Torres

“They are here to learn how to live in the world.” - Marjorie Goldsmith
ALL SOULS IN THE COMMUNITY

A glimpse of the community outreach gardening initiative 
on October 17th at Carl Shurz Park.

“A lot of schools have community outreach efforts, but the way the parents at All Souls embrace 
community service is truly just amazing,” says Community Service Chair Melody Zumaran, whose 
goal with co-chair Magda Martinelli-Torres is to build on last year’s events and get even more fami-
lies involved. The first event of the fall was a big clean-up of Carl Schurz Park. “It was a cold day, so 
I was a li!le concerned about turnout, but the families just kept showing up,” says Melody. And for 
pre-school age children—far too young to work in a soup kitchen or build a Habitat house—it was 
meaningful, physical work with tangible results. “It was wonderful to see the kids cleaning up their 
own park, the place that they love to play,” she says. “It really resonated with them.” 

Next up? Something of value that all kids understand: presents. As in previous years, the All Souls 
community will be collecting—and then gathering together to wrap—holiday gi#s for needy children. 
Look for the date and time in the PA announcements in early December. And don’t miss the food 
drive on November 20, just before Thanksgiving and the coat drive in January when we’re all hap-
py to spread some warmth.



The Gunnar Johannsen/Kefalidis Tuition Assistance Fund Fully supported by contributions from 
the parents and friends and the proceeds of the Annual Benefit, scholarships are awarded on the 
basis of need by a non-parent commi!ee of the Board of Trustees. 

The Dr. Jean Mandlebaum Teachers’ Enrichment Fund This fund allows teachers to a!end profes-
sional conferences, pursue educational interests, and receive short-term, no-interest loans.

The Director’s Fund for Children’s Special Needs Started with a large donation from a school 
family, this fund: helps provide consultants (such as speech therapists, psychologists, and social 
workers) to the staff; adds materials or personnel to the classroom when special circumstances 
arise; and provides the Director with the ability to meet unexpected needs appropriately and 
promptly.

Unrestricted Needs Fund As a not-for-profit institution, the school depends on donations to this 
fund to help support operating activities.

ALL SOULS, ALL GROWN UP

In this section, we feature alumni who have 
pursued careers related to our issue’s theme, 
in this case, Empathy. Meet a handful of very 
giving, very awesome All Souls grads: 

Elizabeth Gordon (1978-1979) Currently a New 
York-based psychiatrist, Elizabeth takes an in-
tegrative approach to working with adults who 
struggle with depression and anxiety.
Alexis Leven (1981-1983) A social worker by 
training, Alexis is Director of Programs at New 
York Foundation for Senior Citizens in New 
York City.
Julia Loewi (1983-1985) Julia (daughter of 4A 
teacher Marge!) is a Clinical Social worker with 
the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health in 
Toronto.
Joanna Loewi (1985-1988) (yes, also Marge’s 
daughter—go Marge!) is a private tutor, mentor 
and professional life coach in New York.
Katie Speyer (1983-1985) Katie is a Registered 
Nurse in Oncology who is working on her 
Master’s through NYU to become a Nurse 
Practitioner.

The Kindness Tree in Class 3B

ALL SOULS, ALL HEART
WHAT WE DO WITH WHAT YOU GIVE
Want to know where your donations go? 

Here’s a quick hit list of the funds that support our school. 

WHAT WE DO WITH WHAT 
WE LEARN HERE
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STRAIGHT FROM THE ALL SOULS EXPERTS:

The best book and music selections to inspire empathy,

“Reading to your child is a great opportunity for you to find out what he or she feels and thinks,” says Mari 
Schermeyer. “In a warm and safe environment, you can ask your child questions like, ‘What would you do if 
that happened to you…?’ or ‘What do you think…?’  The possibilities are endless. Here is a small selection 
of storybooks about empathy and compassion that Mari recommends from the All Souls School Library:

In Audrey Penn’s The Kissing Hand, Chester, a young 
raccoon, is anxious about leaving his mother, his toys 
and his friends on the first day of school. Lovingly, his 
mother shares a secret that will help him cope with 
school—a “Kissing Hand.” She takes Chester’s hand 
and kisses his palm. Then, she tells him to put his 
“kissing hand” to his cheek and say, “Mama loves me!” 
whenever he misses her. In turn (spoiler alert) Chester 
realizes that his mother needs “a kissing hand” too, so 
he kisses her hand.

In Rosemary Wells’ Timothy Goes to School, Tim-
othy is very excited about starting school until 
he meets Claude, who sits next to him and wears 
all the right clothes and says all the right things. 
Timothy is feeling down about Claude until he 
meets a girl who’s having the same trouble with 
her seatmate. Timothy befriends her and forgets 
about Claude because he is having so much fun 
with his new friend at school.

Mo Willems’  Elephant and Piggie 
series features the stories of two love-
able and funny creatures: a cautious, 
pessimistic elephant and an optimis-
tic pig. In My Friend is Sad, Elephant 
Gerald is down in the dumps. Piggie is 
determined to cheer him up by dress-
ing as a cowboy, a clown and a robot!

James Marshall’s George and Martha is a collection of stories about two best 
friends who like to do everything together—almost everything! In the story, “Split 
Pea Soup,” Martha loves to make split pea soup for George. But George does not 
like split pea soup and he does not want to tell her because he does not want to 
hurt her feelings. So when Martha is not looking, George carefully pours the soup 
into his loafers. Meanwhile, Martha sees him and tells him that friends should 
always be honest with each other.

In Nancy Carlson’s How about a Hug? she describes different 
kinds of hugs. Hugs are an expression of love and care and can 
provide comfort and security to another person, especially 
children. Hugs can help someone feel happy all day, or make a 
scraped knee feel be!er, or help us say hello to an old friend.

And now some songs, too! “For very young children, 
songs of empathy are about doing things together 
and enjoying each other,” says Bill Gordh (A.K.A 
Banjo Bill). “When children become aware of each 
other’s feelings, they are more likely to act in ways 
that are considerate. The very act of singing with 
others makes you aware of those around you. In 
this sense, singing with others builds empathy. 
Some songs further this experience.” Here are a 
few of his favorites:
 
You Sing a Song (Ella Jenkins): This song is just 
about doing things together in all kinds of weath-
er. “You sing a song; I sing a song, We sing a song 
together; You sing a song; I sing a song; In warm or 
wintry weather.”
 
Somos El Barco (Lorre Wya!): This beautiful song is 
one that Pete Seeger o#en sang. “We are the boat; 
We are the sea; I sail in you; You sail in me.”
 

from library guru Mari Schermeyer and music specialist Bill Gordh

You’ve Got a Friend (Carole King) This great old 
pop song that Carole King wrote and James Taylor 
made very popular is from the point of view of a 
very empathetic person. Sing it and you feel the 
same. Hear it and you feel loved.
 
Less of Me (Glen Campbell). In this song, Glen 
Campbell reminds us that there is more than our-
selves in this world, but that it is work to get to a 
more empathetic place.
 
Don’t You Push Me Down (Woody Guthrie): This 
Woody tune has the generous child reminding his 
friends that they need to watch out for him too. In a 
playful way of course—as it is Woody Guthrie.

Love Begins with Giving (Bill Gordh): Bill was in-
spired to write this song a#er singing “Love is some-
thing if you give it away” for many years. “Love is 
something…” is one all the children at All Souls know. 
The song, he says, “gave me a chance to explore the 
notion of how love begins and how it grows from 
that gi#.”
 

S T O R Y  +  S O N G
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE NEW ROOF DECK ?

We made an ice cream shop!

 - Asha

This is a robot that 
we all made 

together

- Tae, Christian and 
Domenick 

 

I love building with 
the new blocks
 
- Ryerson

It’s fun to climb through 
the house 

- Jackie

My friend is tired, so 
she’s resting on the 
trampoline

- Tae


